The influence of deficiencies in DNA-repair on MR-mediated reversion of an insertion-sequence mutation in Drosophila melanogaster.
MR is a frequently occurring mutator in Drosophila melanogaster inducing mutation by the incorporation of insertion sequences. In the presence of MR a mutation at the singed (sn) locus induced by MR, reverts to wild-type at a high frequency of 1.7%. This reversion system which presumably involves the removal of an insertion element, was used to study the effects of defective DNA repair. Thus, reversion frequencies were compared in progeny of flies with mei-9, deficient for excision repair, mei-41, deficient for post-replication repair, or with both mei-9 and mei-41. The data show that under conditions of defective DNA repair, the frequency of MR-mediated reversion, is consistently decreased in comparison to repair-proficient conditions. This effect is explained by assuming that defective repair interferes with some steps in the process of reverse mutation involving the removal of insertion sequences. The observed reduction in reversion frequency may well result from selective elimination of cells in which the reversion process has not been completed.